1. Introduction. In the plane of the complex variable z = x+iy, a function m(z) harmonic (2) in the interior of the Jordan curve C and continuous in the corresponding closed region C can be represented in C by a uniformly convergent series of harmonic polynomials [Walsh 2, 3] (3). Let Cr denote the image in the z-plane of the circle \w\ =A(>1) under the conformai map of \w\ >1 of the w-plane onto the exterior of C so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond to each other. If u(z) is harmonic throughout the interior of Cr, then there exist [Walsh 1, 5] harmonic polynomials pn(z) of respective degrees n = 1, 2, -• • , such that we have (1.01) lim sup [max | u(z) -pn(z) | on C]1/n á 1/A; conversely, if harmonic polynomials pn(z) of respective degrees n exist so that (1.01) is satisfied, the sequence pn(z) converges throughout the interior of Cr and the function u(z) if suitably defined exterior to C is consequently harmonic throughout the interior of Cr. It is the purpose of the present paper to sharpen these results by studying the more delicate problem of relating (i) continuity properties of u(z) (in the form of Lipschitz(4) conditions on the function or its derivatives) on C or Cr to (ii) degree-of convergence in C of the sequences pn(z) and irn(z), where irn(z) =pB(z) +iqn(z) is a polynomial in z of degree n.
Presented to the Society April 26, 1940 and October 30, 1948 under a different title; received by the editors November 22, 1948. Abstract published in Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. U.S. A. vol. 35 (1949) (2) A function u(z) =u(x, y) is harmonic in a region if it is continuous there together with its first and second partial derivatives, and if (dH/dx2) + (d^u/dy2) =0. A function is harmonic at a point if it is harmonic in some neighborhood of that point. Throughout this paper we shall, without further mention, understand by a "harmonic function" or "harmonic polynomial" a real harmonic function or polynomial; u(z) will always denote a real function.
(3) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper. (4) A function F(z) is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a on a set E if for any two points 2i, z2of E we have | F(zC) -F(z2) | SL|zi-z2|", where L is a constant independent of Zi and z2. Henceforth the letters L and M with or without subscripts will always denote constants which may vary from one inequality to another and which may depend on the point sets involved, but which are always independent of z and of indices m and n. The letter K with or without a subscript will similarly denote a constant which may depend on n and the point sets involved but which is independent of z.
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We denote by Problem a the study of the relation between continuity properties of u(z) on C and degree of convergence in C, by Problem ß the study of the relation between continuity properties of u(z) on Cr and degree of convergence in C, by Problem 7 the study of the behavior on the curves Cr of the special polynomials of Problem ß. To be more explicit as to our results, we show (Problem a) under suitable restrictions on C that if the ¿th derivative dku/dsk of u(z) with respect to arc-length s satisfies on C a Lipschitz condition of order a (0<a^l), then a properly chosen sequence tt"(z) converges in C to f(z) =u(z)+iv (z) with degree of convergence l/nk+a; conversely, if a sequence pn(z) converges to u(z) in C with this degree of convergence, then f-k)(z) satisfies on C a Lipschitz condition of order a if a<\.
We show also (Problem ß) that if u(z) is continuous on Cr and if dku/dsk satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on Cr, then a suitable sequence tt"(z) converges to f(z) on C with a degree of convergence l/nk+aRn; and conversely if a sequence pn(z) converges to u(z) on C with this degree of convergence, then/(*-1)(z) satisfies on Cr a Lipschitz condition of order a if a<l.
A classification of functions analytic in the unit circle due to Hardy and Littlewood expressed in terms of Lipschitz conditions and asymptotic inequalities was used by Walsh and Sewell [4] as the basis of the study of approximation to analytic functions by polynomials in z. This same classification of analytic functions yields by separation into real and pure imaginary parts a corresponding classification of functions harmonic in the unit circle ; we use both classifications in the present paper, study their relations, and from a given degree of approximation to a harmonic function u(z) derive results on the class of the corresponding analytic function f(z) and on degree of approximation to f(z). The entire theory here developed is closely related to and in the main contains the analogous theory for approximation to analytic functions by polynomials in the complex variable, an exposition of which is given by Sewell [l] . Our results for an analytic Jordan curve C are in each case (0<a^l) actually stronger than those which have previously been established in the analogous theory; for we assume continuity properties merely of u(z) and derive the previous results on degree of approximation to f(z) ; and conversely we assume various degrees of approximation merely to u(z) by harmonic polynomials and derive the previous results on the continuity properties of f(z). Thus the present theory is by no means merely an obvious application of the former one, although incomplete portions of our results are thus obtainable. Examples of essential difficulties in establishing the new theory from the old one are: (a) if u(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a (0<a< 1) on an analytic Jordan curve C, so also does its conjugate v(z) ; approximation to u+iv by polynomials in z then yields our results on approximation to f(z) by polynomials in z, but this method fails to yield our results in the case a = 1 ; (b) if a sequence of harmonic polynomials converges uniformly in a closed region, the sequence of conjugate harmonic polynomials need not converge there, and if convergent need not have the same degree of convergence.
The theory of approximation to functions of a real variable d by trigonometric polynomials has long been highly developed, due primarily to the work of Lebesgue, Jackson, S. Bernstein, de la Vallée Poussin, and Montel, and is essentially equivalent to approximation by harmonic polynomials in the closed interior of the unit circle, so partial results in the latter theory are available at once. The study of approximation to functions of a real variable served as a pattern (primarily as to results rather than method) in the study of approximation to functions of a complex variable z by polynomials in z, a theory commenced by Runge, Hubert, Faber, Montel, Fejér, Szegö, Carleman, and elaborated by Walsh, Russell, Sewell, and Curtiss. The latter theory serves remarkably well as a pattern in the present study, both as to results and method; but as we have already stated, the present work is by no means a mere imitation or repetition of that previous theory.
The older work on approximation to a real periodic function F(d) by trigonometric polynomials has recently been complemented by Zygmund [2] , who shows that for a continuous function the inequality
is a necessary and sufficient condition for order of approximation \/n. Throughout the present treatment, however, we emphasize Lipschitz conditions and other moduli of continuity; since (1.02) is not a condition on the modulus of continuity it is to that extent foreign to the present paper. Nevertheless, Zygmund's methods and results are also of importance in the study of approximation to harmonic and analytic functions, and likewise yield (under suitable restrictions) a necessary and sufficient condition for degree of approximation l/n, as will be shown in a later paper. In §2 we define several classes of harmonic functions and discuss directional derivatives.
In §3 we investigate the relation between Lipschitz conditions on u(z) and on/(z). In Part I ( § §4-6) we study Problems« and ß for the unit circle. In Part II ( § §7-13) we study Problems a, ß, and y for more general point sets; § §7, 9 are devoted to the establishment of inequalities on the moduli of polynomials, §8 to Problem a, § §10, 11, 12 to Problem ß, §13
to Problem y. Examples to appraise the sharpness of our results are given in §14.
2. Continuity classes; derivatives. In our study of approximation, it is convenient to define four classes of functions as follows. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve. We shall say that the real function u(z) belongs to the class L(k, a), symbolically u(z) Ç^L(k, a), on C if u(z) is harmonic interior to C and continuous on C; if the derivative dku(z)/dsk exists(5) on C, where s is arc-(6) In § §1-11 the letter k will be reserved to denote a non-negative integer.
length measured along C; and if dku(z)/dsk satisfies on C a Lipschitz condition of order a, 0<a^l(6).
We shall say that w(z)£log (k, ß) on C if u(z) is harmonic interior to C, continuous in C, and dku(z)/dsk exists on C and satisfies the condition, where |zi -z2\ is sufficiently small(7), (2.01) dku (zi) dku (z2) dsk dsh^ L | zi -z21 log | zi -z21 r, zi, Z2 on C.
The complex-valued function/(z) is said to belong to the class LA(k, a) on C if f(z) is analytic interior to C, continuous on C, and if the one-dimensional derivative /(i) (z) exists and satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on C. Finally, f(z) £log¿ (k, ß) on Cif/(z) is analytic interior to C, continuous on C, and if fw(z) exists on C in the one-dimensional sense and satisfies on C a condition of the form (2.01).
If C consists of a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves, we say u(z)ÇiL(k, a) on C if w(z)£Z(&, a) on each component of C; we make an analogous definition for the classes LA(k, a), log (k, ß), and log^ (k, ß). Furthermore, f(z) (E.LA(k, a) on C if /(z) E:LA(k, a) on C and/w(z), defined on C in the one-dimensional sense and interior to C in the usual way, satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order aonC.A corresponding definition applies to the class logA(&, ß). When we refer to a function u(z) harmonic in several mutually disjoint regions, we do not imply that u(z) is a monogenic harmonic function. A similar remark applies to an analytic function/(z).
We turn now to the question of derivatives. Let C be a Jordan curve; let f(z) be analytic interior to C and continuous on C. At a point z0 interior to C the derivative /'(zo) is uniquely defined due to the analyticity of f(z) at z0. If Zo is a point on C, there are three different limits which may appropriately be considered in studying/'(z0).
The one-dimensional derivative of/(z) on Cis
2->zo, z on C Z -Zo provided this limit exists; this definition is valid for a function defined merely on an arc. The two-dimensional derivative is
z-*zt, z on C Z -Zo provided this limit exists. Finally (8) Clearly the requirement that u(z) satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a on the unit circle is equivalent to the requirement that u(e,s) = U{6) satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a in 6. The superscript k indicates generically differentiation k times; in particular, the superscript k=0 does not alter the function.
(7) The restriction on |zi-z2| is clearly essential since if |zi-z2| =1, the right side of inequality (2.01) is zero. Henceforth, whenever such a restriction on |zi-z2| is necessary, it will be assumed without explicit mention.
lim _/'(z) z-*Zt, z on C may be considered provided, of course,/'(z) exists; here/'(z) for z on C may be defined by either (2.02) or (2.03).
Definition 2.1. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve. We say that the arc and chord of C are infinitesimals of the same order if there exists a number A > 1 such that if r denotes the distance between any two points an, H of C and 5 denotes the length of the shorter arc (or the common value if the two arcs have the same length) of C joining Zi and Z2, then s/r^A. Theorem 2.1. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of the same order. Let the complex-valued function f(z) be continuous on C and have a continuous derivative on C in the one-dimensional sense with \f'(z) j ^M. Then for Zi and z2 on C we have(s)
where A is the constant of Definition 2.1.
The proof depends on the validity of the equation
where the integral is taken along C and/'(z) is the one-dimensional derivative of f(z) on C. Let z0 be a point on C. Set F(z) =fl0f'(z)dz, the integral being taken along C. Then for z, Zi on C
Since/'(z) is continuous on C, given an arbitrary €>0, there exists an 77 >0 such that for z, zx on C and \z -z/\ ^17, we have \f'(z) -f'(zi)| ^e/A. Thus for \z -Zi\ sí 17
It follows that F'(z) exists and is equal to f'(z), z on C, where F'(z) and/'(z) are one-dimensional derivatives taken along C. But if a complex-valued function g(z) has on C a one-dimensional derivative g'(z)=0, then g(z) is a constant, for if z, z+Az are on C 2. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of the same order. Let f(z) be analytic interior to C, continuous on C; letf-k)(z) exist in the one-dimensional sense and be continuous on C. Then the two-dimensional derivatives f (z), f"(z), ■ ■ ■ ,f-k)(z) exist on C, are equal to the corresponding one-dimensional derivatives on C, and are continuous in the two-dimensional sense on C.
We turn now to the question of the various derivatives of a harmonic function. Let u(z) be harmonic interior to a rectifiable Jordan curve C and continuous in C. Let A represent distance, considered as positive, measured from a point Zo to a point Zo+Az on a half-line having the direction angle co and terminating in z0; thus we have Az = Ae'". If z0 is interior to C, or if z0 is on C and z0+Az = Zo+Aeito lies in C for A sufficiently small, then the directional derivative at z0 of u(z) in the direction w is defined as
provided (if z0 is on C) this limit exists, and will be denoted by .D^Zo). If
Zo is on C and z0+Az does not lie in C for h sufficiently small, we denote by Dlu(zo) lim Dlu(z), z-*zt, z interior to C provided this limit exists. This notation fails to indicate the functional dependence of Dlu(z) on w; all the results to be proved are valid for each w, as will appear.
Let Csatisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 and suppose/(z) =u(z)+iv(z) is analytic interior to C, continuous on C, and has on C a continuous first (9) be analytic interior to C, continuous on C; let fik)(z), k^l, exist in the one-dimensional sense and be continuous on C. Then Dku(z) exists and is continuous on C. Furthermore, if'f{k)(z) satisfies the condition (2.08)
for Z\ and z2 on C, where /3 = 0, 0<a^l, or a=ß -\, or a = \ and ß = 2, then Dku(z) satisfies a corresponding condition for Z\ and z2 on C; reciprocally, if Dku(z) satisfies a condition of the form (2.08) on C, then f(k)(z) (still assumed existent and continuous on C) satisfies a corresponding condition on C.
Finally we may consider the partial derivatives taken along C: Theorem 2.4. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of the same order and whose equation in terms of arc-length s is z = t(s), where ¿(*'(s) exists and satisfies the condition
, where either ß = 0 and 0<a^l, or a=/3 = l, or a = i and ß = 2. Let the function f(z) =u(z)+iv(z) be defined on C. If fw(z) exist and satisfies a condition of the form (2.08) on C, then dkf/dsk, dku/dsk exists on C and satisfy on C corresponding conditions. Conversely, ifdkf/dsk exists and satisfies a condition of the form (2.08) on C, then fw(z) exists and satisfies a condition of the form (2.08) on C. 
and so on. 3. Lipschitz conditions and continuity. Relating the various classes of functions defined in §2 we prove Suppose k>0. We shall prove that dkv(reie)/d8h, z = reie, is conjugate to dku(reie)/ddk, \z\ ál. It is clearly sufficient to establish this result for the case k = 1, since the result for k > 1 will then follow by iteration. If a¡, b¡ are the Fourier coefficients of u(ea),0^0^27r, we have for | z\ ^ 1 oo u(reie) = (ßo/2) + XI r'(ai cos ß + b> sin P)> j'-i 00 v(reie) = X r'(a¡ sin jO -b¡ cos /Ô).
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Hence by the usual equations for the Fourier coefficients of the derivative, we have the expansion du(reie) " ---= ¿^ r>(-ja¡ sin j8 + jb,-cos jO), od j_i converging uniformly in |z| gl. Thus the function conjugate to du(rea)/d8 is 00 (3.01) g(re">) = 23 r>(jaj cos j0 + /ft, sin j0) ; y-i (u) If two functions are conjugate in a region and continuous in the corresponding closed region, we say that the functions are conjugate in the closed region.
since by Privaloff's results g(eiS) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of positive order, the right side of (3.01) converges uniformly on |z| ál< From the classical theorem on term-by-term differentation of a series of the real variable 6, where r is considered fixed (0<rgl), it follows that dv(rew)/dd exists and equals g(re'e).
Theorem 3.1 now follows for k>0 by Theorem 2.4 and Privaloff's results. By the use of conformai mapping Theorem 3.1 extends to curves more general than the unit circle and, in particular, to analytic Jordan curves.
Part I. Approximation on the unit circle 4. Problem a. By a harmonic polynomial pn(x, y) = pn(z) of degree n we mean a harmonic function of the form
where the dj are real. The degree of a polynomial will always be indicated by its subscript. We do not assume 231 c».y| > where i+j -n, to be different from zero; thus a polynomial of degree m, 0^m<n, is also a polynomial of degree
the integral being taken along the broken line y = 0, 0 ^ x áxo ; x = x0, 0 ^ y ^y0, where z0=x0+¿yo. Hence qn(z) is also a harmonic polynomial of degree n.
is a polynomial in z of degree n, for
Thus since pn(z) = 9t[7r"(z)], pn(z) may be expressed as Here and throughout we write "there exist polynomials" rather than "for each n, » = 1, 2, • • • , there exists a polynomial of degree n."
If pn(z) is defined as the sum of the first n + i terms of the Fourier development of u(eie), inequality (4.02) is valid if the second member is replaced by Mi log n/nk+a (see Jackson [l, p. 22 
]).
We turn now to the converse question. Let U (8) Then when u(z) is suitably defined(12) exterior to \z\ gl, u(z)ÇzL(k, a) on \z\ =R if 0<a<i, w(z)Glog (k, 1) on \z\ =R if a = i.
We have for the function u(z) the representation
Use of the triangle inequality yields from (5.01)
Hence by Theorem 5.4
(12) Here and in following similar situations we assume that if u(z) or/(z) is not originally supposed to be defined on the entire point set considered, the supplementary definition is to be made by means of the convergent series of polynomials, which is equivalent to defining u{z) by harmonic continuation and/(z) by analytic continuation. or more generally suppose the nth order Fourier coefficients of u(eiS) not greater in absolute value than ikfien_i/2?"-1. If 23ei converges, then u(z) can be defined^3) so as to be harmonic in the region \z\ <R, continuous in \z\ ^R; on \z\ =R, u(z) can be approximated by trigonometric sums of respective degrees n with an error of approximation not greater than M 23<1n <¿.
The required trigonometric sums can be taken as the partial sums of the formal development aj+i = -I u(eie) cos (j + \)8d8
Thus by Holder's inequality and (5.02), if (5.02) is assumed, and otherwise by hypothesis, we have |ö/+i| ^M2e}/R', \b,+i\ ^M^tj/R1. In any case equation (5.03) defines u(z) as a function harmonic for \z\ <R, continuous for | z] i=i?, such that we have on \z\ =R the desired inequality u(z) -23 P'(ai cos ß + bj sin j8) j=0^ m323«í-6. Problem ß, continued. As a preliminary to general remarks on trigonometric approximation we mention (13) Originally u(z) appears merely on the circle \z\ =1, and there only by means of an integral; hence u(z) need not even be continuous on \z\ =1 unless that requirement is made explicitly. The uniform convergence of (6.01) on | z| =p' follows immediately from the well known theorem on the uniform convergence on | z| = p' of the power series a0/2+ 23n-i (an -ibn)zn, of which (6.01) is the real part.
On the other hand, if r =p" we have r 2 2n 2 2n-,l/2n ,, .
hm sup [a"r + bnr J = p"/p > 1 ;
n-.» hence the coefficients a"rn and bnrn do not tend to zero with 1/«, and the second part of the theorem follows from the Cantor theorem on the coefficients of a trigonometrical series. In the general study of convergence of the series (6.03) -h 2-, (a" cos n® + bn sin nd), 2 n-l it is natural to relate the degree of convergence of (6.03) to the continuity properties of the function represented.
But if the number p defined by (6.02) is greater than unity, the function defined by (6.03) is an analytic function of 8, so that all the usual requirements of continuity of both the function and its derivatives are automatically fulfilled. We should like then to associate with the function (6.03) some such function as (6.01), and to relate the degree of convergence of (6.03) to the continuity properties of (6.01). There are various possibilities here, all under the assumption that p is greater than unity. I. We may set z = reie and consider (6.03) as the values on the circle \z\ =1 of the function 00 (6.04) 23 c"zn, 2cn = an -ibn, c_" = c", »è 0.
71=-oo
We are then in a position to relate the degree of convergence of (6.03) to the continuity properties of (6.04) on the circles of convergence \z\ =p and \z\ =l/p. This study will not be treated here but has already been undertaken by de la Vallée Poussin [l] in the case that (6.04) has poles on the circles of convergence, and by Walsh and Se well [3, 4] in the case that (6.04) is continuous on these circles.
II. We may study the connection between degree of convergence of (6.03) and the continuity properties of the harmonic function (6.01) on the circle \z\ =p; we have already done this ( §5).
III. We can study the relation between degree of convergence of (6.03) and continuity properties on \z\ = 1/p of the harmonic function a» -r-v (6.05) -h 2j r~n(an cos nd + bn sin nd).
"=i
This problem is essentially the same as II, for the functions (6.01) and (6.05) are transforms of each other under the transformation z = 1/z.
IV. We can identify (6.03) with the series 71=-OO [November on \z\ = 1/p, it is unfavorable to choose a/, and bn', n>0, in such a way that the continuity properties of (6.08) on |z| -p are either better or worse than those of (6.09) on \z\ =l/p.
Thus possible and natural choices of <z"' and bn' in (6.07) correspond to expressing (6.03) as the sum of a suitable multiple of (6.01) and a suitable multiple of (6.05) on the circle \z\ =1. The most natural choice other than those mentioned in II and III would seem to be
This choice corresponds to using method II for half of the function (6.06), using method III for the other half of that function, and combining the results. The final conclusions on degree of convergence are then essentially those obtained by method II.
Part II. Approximation on more general sets 7. Polynomial inequalities.
To aid in the establishment of further theorems for Problem a, we shall prove certain results on harmonic polynomials based on the following theorem due to Szegö (M):
We make Definition 7.1. A curve C is said to be of Type D if (i) C is a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of the same order; and (ii) there exists a number 50>0 such that if P is any point of C, there exists a circle of radius ô0 through P whose closed interior lies in C.
Seidel [l] has proved that if C possesses a tangent at each point and is such that | co(s+h) -u(s)\ '¿Loh, A^0, where co denotes the angle from the axis of reals to the positively directed tangent to C, and 5 denotes arc-length measured along C, then C satisfies (ii).
From Theorem 7.1 we obtain easily Under the hypothesis on C, if P is any point of C, there exists a circle yp (") Szegö [2] proves the theorem for the case of the unit circle, but the extension to an arbitrary circle follows at once. If \pn(z)\ ¿K, z on C, then | t"(z) | ¿ LK log n, z on C.
Let C be an analytic Jordan curve interior to C which contains in its interior z0 and each point of C situated at a distance from C greater than ôo/2, where 50 is the constant of Definition 7.1. Then we have [Walsh 5, p. 323] | q"(z) | £LiK, z in C.
Let z be any point on C and let f be the center of a circle through z with radius ô0 which lies entirely in C. Then by a theorem due to Fekete [l, p. 21] (not necessarily uniformly) onto the exterior of \w\ =1 so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond to each other. That is to say, we set <j>(z) ■«ei<»>+*M*>) where g(z) is Green's function for the exterior of C with pole at infinity and h(z) is conjugate to g(z) ; compare for instance Walsh [4, pp. 65 ff. ] . Let p > 1 be a number such that T: \<p(z) \ =p consists of X analytic Jordan curves lying respectively interior to the curves C, and containing the curves C, in their respective interiors; such a number exists by virtue of the analyticity of each Cv. Let Pn(z) be the polynomial in z of degree n which interpolates to Fm(z) in n+l points Zj equally distributed(I6) on C; then we have in the usual notation The harmonicity interior to C and continuity in C of u(z) and thus the analyticity of f(z) interior to C follow from (8.05). Let z0 be a point interior to C. We suppose without loss of generality qn(z0) =v(zQ). Let v and p be any two positive integers such that v >p. Use of the triangle inequality yields from Hence by Theorem 7.5 we have
where L is independent of v and p. Let n be arbitrary but fixed and choose an integer m such that 2m_1 n<2m. By virtue of inequality (8.05) we may write
for it follows from the Weierstrass Af-test that the series converges uniformly in C, since using (8.08) we have
The continuity of f(z) in C is now evident. Note that so far we have used merely the hypothesis ß>0 rather than the stronger hypothesis ß>l of Theorem 8.3. In the remainder of the proof of Theorem 8.3, however, the requirement ß>l is essential.
From Theorem 7.2 and inequality (8.07) it follows that
I irl (z) -ir¿ (z) I ^ L2v/pß, z in C.
A similar procedure to the one just used shows that the series of derivatives converges uniformly in C:
and we have
Let f be a fixed point on C. Since the series of derivatives converges uniformly on C, we can integrate term-by-term along C between the limits f and z on C. Thus
Since the one-dimensional derivative on C of the left-hand member of (8.12) exists and equals g(z) (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1), the equation/'(z) -g(z) follows on C. Applying Theorem 2.2 we have for the two-dimensional derivative/'(z) = g(z) in C. Inequality (8.06) follows from (8.11), so Theorem 8.3 is established.
To prove Theorem 8.2 we consider first the case k=0, 0<a<l. We write from (8.04)
where p is a positive integer to be determined later.
We have | p2(z) | S2L4, z in C; hence by Theorem 7.4
where ¿5 is independent not only of n, zu and z2, but also of p. From (8.07) and Theorem 7.4 we obtain in the notation of Theorem 7. If ¿ = 0, a = l, we use for/(z) the expansion (8.09) with n = 2. We have as a consequence of (8.07) and Theorem 7.4
By the use of (8.10) we thus have (8.14) I f(z/) -f(z2) I ^ L¡ I zi -z21 + Lsp I zi -z21 + 2Lip/2", Zi, z2 on C.
Since C is rectifiable, it is sufficient to consider |zi -z2| < 1/2. Let |zi -z2| <l/2 be given arbitrarily. Choose p so that \zx -z2\ <l/2"^2 \zx -z2 . Then 2"(1-q) ^ | zx-z2\ a_1 and i/2"a^L9\
Zi-z2| a and p log 2 < | log |zi-z2| .
Substituting these in (8.13) and (8.14) we obtain Theorem 8. The case & = 0, 0<a<l, which is not fully treated in Theorem 8.2, can be satisfactorily handled under a slightly stronger hypothesis on C. We denote as usual by z = x(w) the function which maps \w\ <1 one-to-one and conformally onto the interior of C. We shall need the following general result on the derivative of a mapping function : Theorem 9.3. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve. Let w = i2(z) map the interior of C one-to-one and conformally onto \w\ <1. Then for almost every (1V) Theorem 9.2 is clearly valid for an arbitrary circle where Mp is independent of the radius.
point Sj of C both the one-dimensional derivative of ß(z) on C and the two-dimensional derivative of Q,(z) exist and have as common value the limit of Í2'(z) as z interior to C approaches zi in angle.
Let z = x(w) denote the function inverse to w = reii = Q(z). It is well known [Privaloff 2, ] that x(w) 1S an absolutely continuous function of 8 on \w\ =1, and hence that x'(w) exists in the one-dimensional sense almost everywhere on \w\ =1. Privaloff [2, p. 81] proves that for almost every point mi on \w\ =1 we have lim x'(w)=x '(wi) where w in \w\ <1 approaches w\ in angle. Moreover [Lusin and Privaloff 1, p. 164] we have x'(w) t^O almost everywhere on \w\ =1. We define measure on C in terms of arc-length s. At almost every point of C the transformation w = ß(z) is conformal [Privaloff 2, p. 85]. It follows that at almost every point zi on C the one-dimensional derivative ö'(zi) on C exists and equals l/x'[ß(zi)], and lim fl'(z) = ß'(zi) where z interior to C approaches Zi in angle.
To establish Theorem 9.3 it is thus sufficient to prove (9.01)
where Zi is an arbitrary point of C at which the one-dimensional derivative ß'(zi) exists. It follows from the existence of ß'(zi) that there exists an tj>0 such that for z on C and 0 < I z -zA ¿r¡ we have (9.02)
Let 7i denote the closed arc of C which contains zx and whose end-points are the two first points of intersection of C and the circle \z-Zi| =77 as one proceeds along C from Zi in the positive and in the negative directions. Let 72 be a Jordan arc whose interior points lie interior to C and whose end points are the end points of 71; we denote by d(>0) the minimum distance from Zi to Theorem 9.4. Let Cbea rectifiable Jordan curve, and let z0 be a point interior to C. Let g(zo, z) denote Green1 s function for the interior of C with pole at z0, and let v denote the inner normal. In the notation of Theorem 9.3 we suppose £2(z0) = 0. Then almost everywhere on C we have dg(z0, z)/dv= | ß'(z)|.
The function g(z0, z) is chosen to become positively infinite at z0. Let Zi be a point of C at which ß'(zi) (^0) exists in the one-dimensional and hence in the two-dimensional sense; by Theorem 9.3 this condition is satisfied almost everywhere on C. Then C has a tangent at Z%. We compute dg/dv, where v is length measured along a line segment T in C normal to C at zi. The image T' in the w-plane of T is an arc normal to the circle \w\ = 1 ; from the continuity of £2'(z) on V (Theorem 9.3) it follows that V has a continuously turning tangent, and hence that arc-length o and chord on V are equivalent infinitesimals. here dg/da indicates the derivative along T'; in the w-plane this derivative at w = £2(zi) on \w\ =1 for the function g(z0, z) = -log r is equal to the partial derivative d log r/dr = l.
The value at z0 of an arbitrary function u(z) harmonic interior to C and continuous on C can be expressed as Thus it follows (Theorem 9.4) that
10. Problem ß. We are now ready to study Problem ß for sets more general than circles. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior Jordan curves. As in §8 let the function w=<p(z), with inverse z=\p(w), map the complement of C conformally but not necessarily uniformly onto | w\ > 1 so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond to each other. Denote by ir"(z) the polynomial in z of degree n which interpolates to f(z) in n + l points chosen equally distributed on C. Then in the notation of §8 we have [Walsh and Sewell 1, Theorem 3.1] .
By virtue of the inequality | co"(z)/w"(¿) | ^ Mi/Rn for z on C and t on Cr, we thus obtain (10.02).
In the case that Cr is a single Jordan curve, under the hypothesis of Theorem 10.1 we can, by using the above method and previously known results, actually draw more explicit conclusions. We see from the proof of Theorem 10.1 that ir"(z) in (10.02) may be chosen to interpolate to f(z) in n+l points equidistributed on C. By this same general method with a suit-(18) For a discussion of the properties of a contour and details not given in this section, we refer to Sewell [l ] . able definition of wn(z), if u(z) (EL(k, a) on Cr, C a single Jordan curve which is such that the mapping function z=\p(w) has a nonvanishing first derivative and a continuous second derivative on \w\ =1, and if Fn(z) is the unique polynomial of degree n which interpolates to f(z) in the n+l roots of the Faber [l] polynomial of degree n+l belonging to C, it follows that inequality (10.02) is valid for x"(z) =Fn(z) ; when C is an analytic Jordan curve we have analogous results for the polynomial interpolating to/(z) in the roots of the Tchebycheff polynomial of degree w+1 belonging to C; see Walsh and Sewell [l] for the necessary inequalities on | co"(z)/w"(í) | in each case. Consider next the case of approximation on the segment -1 ^zjS +1. As above we have (19) The polynomial (1/2» l) cos [n cos-1 z] is the Tchebycheff polynomial of degree n belonging to the segment ( -1, +1) and to all the ellipses Cb; see, for example, Faber [l] , Pólya and Szegö [l, vol. II, pp. 75, 266] . Clearly U(w) is harmonic in l/i?<[w| <R, continuous in l/i?i£ | w| gi?; the harmonic character of U(w) in the points w = +1 follows from the harmonic character of U(w) in the deleted neighborhoods of those points and continuity in those points themselves.
Moreover we have U(w) = U(l/w). The values of u(z) on the segment -1 5=z;Sl, which are the only values of u(z) to which the conclusion applies, do not uniquely define the function U(w), and it is more convenient in the sequel to replace the given U(rea) by the function U*(reie) = [U(reie) + U(re~ie)]/2. The function U*(w) is symmetric in the axis of reals in the w-plane: U*(rei9) = U*(re~ie), and U*(w) is likewise harmonic in l/i?<|ît>| <R, continuous in l/i?g|w| gi?. We also have U*(e*) = [U(eie) + U(e-ie)]/2=u(cos 8). We similarly replace the trigo- On | w\ -1 the function cos j8 is identical with a harmonic polynomial in x and y of degree j, for we have x=cos 8; hence the trigonometric identity cos j8= 23¿-o cß cos*1 0, cß real, expresses cos jd as a real polynomial in x, -1 léx g +1 ; on the x-axis, x" is a harmonic polynomial of degree p, the real part of the polynomial z". Thus Pn(reie) is on \w\ =1 identical with a harmonic polynomial in x and y of degree n. This completes the proof of Theorem 11.1.
Just as Theorem 5.3 is a modification of Theorem 5.1 proved by the use of Abel's Lemma, so a modification of Theorem 11.1 can be proved by that same method.
For the converse problem we prove The given polynomial pn(z) is equal on the axis of x to a polynomial in x of degree n, hence under the transformation z = (w+w~l)/2, with w = reie, may be considered as a trigonometric polynomial in 8 of order n involving merely terms cos v8,v = Q, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n. We set formally (11.04) u(z) = a0 + 23 (f + r~')a> cos v8, Inequality (11.03) can be interpreted as dealing not merely with harmonic polynomials of degree n but also with polynomials in the real variable x of the same degree n or polynomials in the complex variable z of this same degree n. If we adopt the last-mentioned interpretation, we are in a position to apply the results already established by Walsh and Sewell [4] from which it follows that if e" = M/nk+a+1, then the limit/i(z) of these polynomials belongs either to the class LA(k, a) or L'A(k, 1), defined in §12, on the ellipse Cr according as a is less than or equal to one. Consequently,
As in Theorem 11.1, the harmonic function u(z) is not uniquely determined for non-real z by inequality (11.03) and the values of u(z) on the segment ( -1, +1). If w(z)=m0(z) satisfies (11.03), so also does u(z)=u0(z) + My. U fi = ui+ivi is the analytic function defined above, the function i>i(z) vanishes on the axis of reals because the polynomials in z are real there ; hence Vi(z) satisfies the functional equation Vy(z) = -z>i(z). It follows that Wi(z) satisfies the functional equation Wi(z) =Ui(z) ; moreover it is easily shown that Mi(z) is the only harmonic function satisfying both this functional equation and inequality (11.03).
We have seen that in many theorems on approximation by harmonic and other polynomials, overconvergence (in the sense of Walsh [4, p. 79] ) is involved. A certain sequence converges with sufficient rapidity (geometric degree of convergence) on a given set E to insure convergence not merely on the given set E, but also on some larger set containing E in its interior. Such is not the case, and cannot be the case, with harmonic polynomials given convergent merely on a set E on the axis of reals. If the numbers N¡>j are arbitrary, the sequence of harmonic polynomials p¡(z)=N¡y of respective degrees j converges on the real axis to the function u(z) =0 so that we have I u(z) -Pj(z) I g Í/Nj, -1 g z g 1.
Yet the sequence pj(z) converges in no point not on the real axis. 12. Problem ß for negative k. In our study ( § §4, 8) of Problem a we considered functions u(z) of class L(k, a) on C, k^O; we approximated u(z) and f(z) =u(z)+iv(z) on C itself and were consequently interested only in functions continuous on C. In Problem ß, however, we study approximation to u(z) and f(z) on C with relation to the behavior of u(z) and f(z) on or in a neighborhood of Cr: thus it is appropriate to relinquish the requirement of continuity on Cr and to consider a much more general category of functions introduced by Hardy and Littlewood. Henceforth k is integral but need no longer be non-negative. Under a hypothesis on u(z) analogous to that of Theorem 12.1 on/(z), Theorems 12.3 and 12.1 yield an analogous conclusion concerning the derivative and indefinite integral of u(z)+iv(z).
The statement and proof of such a theorem are left to the reader. Theorem 12.4. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve. Let f(z) =u(z)+iv(z) be analytic interior to C. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that f(z) &L'A(k, 1), k^-1, on C is that u(z)EL'(k, 1) on C.
By Definition 12. Consider the case k= -1, a = l. By hypothesis \u(z)\ ^M, z interior to Cr. Let C" be a component curve of Cr, and let z = x(w), w = reie, map | w\ <1 one-to-one and conformally onto the interior of C. We obtain by the use of where Af4 is independent of r. It follows from this last inequality by well known theorems that the limit of f(z) as z approaches a point of Cr in angle exists for almost all points of Cr and that fcB\f(z)\ds exists. Furthermore [for example, Smirnoff 1, p. 345], the Cauchy integral formula is valid for f(z), where the integral is taken along Cr.
Hence if x"(z) denotes the polynomial of degree n which interpolates to f(z) in n + l equally distributed points on C we have [Walsh and Sewell l] Results on Problem ß for negative k for the line segment may be obtained by the methods of this section and the preceding one ; the statement and proof of such theorems are left to the reader.
13. Problem y. We turn now to the study of the polynomials under consideration in Problem ß in §10. Let C be a contour. Let/(z) be defined in C. Suppose that there exist polynomials x"(z) in z such that | f(z) -x"(z) | ^ e", z in C,
where the e" approach zero monotonically as n becomes infinite. Then we have I xn+i(z) -x"(z) I ^ 2e", and therefore [Walsh 4, p. 77] The discrepancy of unity between the exponents which occur in Theorem 10.1 and in Theorem 10.3 is inherent in the nature of the problem; compare Sewell [1, pp. 170-171] . 
